ABSTRACT
88
Finally, previous reports have focused on studying intra-repeat interactions with the assumption 89 that each repeat functions independently within tau RD 22 . These reports have shown a relationship 90 between the length of an intra-repeat fragment, its propensity to spontaneously aggregate, and its 91 seeding capacity in cells 22 . However, inter-repeat interactions may also influence aggregation given that 92 both alternative splicing and many disease-associated mutations cluster around the repeat interfaces.
93
We hypothesize that wild-type tau aggregates less efficiently because flanking sequences shield 
99
In Silico modeling indicates tau RD local structure. To initiate our studies, we first used 100 molecular modeling to gain insight into how putative hairpin structures in tau RD might behave. We built 101 predictive models using CS-ROSETTA, which implied metastable local b-hairpin structures across 102 repeat interfaces. We illustrate one of these interface fragments using a model built with CS-ROSETTA
103
for the R2-R3 306 VQIVYK 311 -containing interface (Figure 1 C) 
135
kJ/mol to convert R2R3-WT from hairpin to fibril. That same barrier was less than 1 kJ/mole for R2R3-
136
P301L, predicting a faster rate of kinetic conversion between the two conformational states. Thus, MD
137
predicted that a P301L mutation would promote amyloid assembly by destabilizing monomeric hairpin 138 structures.
139
Tau amyloid motif has metastable compact structure. 
150
In contrast, XL-MS of recombinant tau RD with a P301L missense mutation (tau RD-P301L)
151
revealed an increased susceptibility to heat denaturation. At 37 °C, the crosslinks found in tau RD- 
153
However, at 75 °C there were fewer crosslinks within tau RD-P301L compared to wildtype (Figure 3 H) ,
154
particularly within the N-terminal sector, which harbors the P301L perturbation.
155
To further examine the stability of the amyloid motif in tau, we labeled recombinant tau RD 
168
± 1.8, 65.1 Å ± 1.2 respectively). Surprisingly, this region in M s is denatured at room temperature,
169
suggesting an extended conformation of the R2R3 interface for M s , versus a relatively compact in M i .
170
Using wild type recombinant tau RD, a time course heat denaturation of tau monomer (M i ) between 65
171
°C to 95 °C gradually decreased FRET efficiency, consistent with denaturation of relatively stable local 172 structure (Figure 3 F) . The predicted end-to-end distance of a denatured random chain 33-mer is 173 approximately 66 Å 28 . Consistent with the previous experiment, we observe M i to be collapsed at room 174 temperature, and expand to a theoretical fully denatured structure with high temperature (Figure 3 F) .
175
We next examined tau RD monomer, M i , in the context of a P301L mutation, which sits between 176 the two FRET probes immediately upstream 306 VQIVYK 311 (Figure 3 B) with heat denaturation (Figure 3 I 
195
Each of these peptides was confirmed to form amyloid-like fibril morphologies by transmission electron 
198
We next assessed whether these mutations perturb local structure. We performed circular 
226
an R1R3 peptide with a corresponding P301L mutation also did not aggregate ( Figure 6 ). We 227 hypothesized that differences in amino acid composition between the two splice isoforms led to the 228 sensitivity to aggregate in the presence of disease-associated mutations.
229
The 
237
ThT signal was observed within a week (Figure 6 B) . Thus, all four amino acids contributed to the 
251
To ensure that this effect wasn't a result of adding bulky tryptophan residues, we constructed 
260
To test this effect in cells, we generated biosensor HEK293 cells expressing tau RD with a 261 comparable tryptophan zipper sequence. These biosensors had a significantly diminished capacity to 262 be seeded; R2R3-P301S peptide aggregates triggered aggregation in 14.5 ± 1.6% of tau biosensor 
313
We further examined whether these structural perturbations influenced aggregation propensity.
314
WT propensity, we stabilized a b-hairpin structure using a tryptophan zipper or isoelectric forces. After 
324
Disease-associated mutations found near tau's amyloid motif, such as P301L or P301S have no 325 definitive biophysical mechanism but are nevertheless widely used in cell and animal models 16, 17 .
326
Mutations are generally categorized into splice or missense mutants. 
334
Studying 
371
Taking these observations together, we propose that sequences N-terminal to tau's amyloid 
375
Algorithms that identify potential amyloid nucleating regions, such as TANGO, have indicated 376 that nearly 75% of aggregation nucleating regions in the human proteome use two or more
377
"gatekeeper" residues, with proline being the most common single gatekeeping residue 44 . These 378 gatekeeping residues are more likely than average to be the site of disease-associated missense 
420
UTSW's biohpc computing cluster. All plots were generated with gnuplot. Images were created using
421
Pymol.
422
Circular Dichroism. Far-UV CD measurements were performed on a JASCO J-815 spectropolarimeter 423 using a 1-mm path length cuvette. CD samples were prepared in parallel to ThT assays and diluted to 424 0.1 mg/ml in 20 µM NaF. CD spectra were analyzed using BeStSel and CONTIN. 
470
Analysis of mass spectrometry data. Thermo .raw files were converted to the open .mzXML format 471 using msconvert (proteowizard.sourceforge.net) and analyzed using an in-house version of xQuest 50 .
472
Spectral pairs with a precursor mass difference of 12.075321 Da were extracted and searched against Table 2 ). Crosslink data was visualized using Xvis 52 . Histograms
486
illustrating the contact order for the consensus crosslink sets were generated using gnuplot. 
499
Mesh Ewald (PME) 58 summation for long-range electrostatics. The tuned well-tempered metadynamics 500 parameters are 10, 1.4 kJ/mole, and 0.3 for bias factor, Gaussian height, collective variable space
501
Gaussian widths, respectively. The Gaussian perturbations were included into MD every 2.5 ps using 502 the PLUMED package 59 as an external patch to Gromacs-5.0.4 60 . A total of 18 μs trajectories were 503 generated, 9 μs for wild type and 9 μs for the P301L mutant, over a total of 6 independent runs. All 504 simulations were done on UTSW's biohpc computing cluster.
505
Statistics: All statistics were calculated using GraphPad Prism 7.0. A minimum of 3 independent ThT 506 experiments were run for each condition. Plots were fitted to a non-linear sigmoidal curve, from which 
